CIRCULAR

Sub: Kerala Flood Crisis - Request for voluntary contribution.

As the state of Kerala in the midst of an unprecedented flood havoc and the calamity caused immeasurable misery and devastation. Massive relief operations are required because of the devastation caused by the unprecedented floods.

It is the duty of responsible citizens like us to reach out and help thousands of families affected to make it through this crisis.

This is an appeal to all the officers and staff of Chennai North GST Commissionerate for Voluntary Contribution towards the Chief Ministers distress relief fund Kerala for helping and saving many persons affected in Kerala devastated by the floods.

The contribution in respect of willing officers will be consolidated through a cheque in favour of "CMDRF" payable at Kerala.

(SREEDHAR REDDY)
(PRINCIPAL COMMISSIONER)

To

All Assistant Commissioners of the Divisions are hereby requested to circulate and obtain the voluntary contribution and handover the amount collected along with the details of contributions to DDO, Hqrs Office Chennai North for taking further necessary action.

Copy to:

All Assistant Commissioners in Hqrs Office for similar action i.r.o the staff working under them. The amount collected may be handed over to Superintendent Welfare, who in turn will handover the consolidated amount of Hqrs office to DDO for necessary action.

Copy to:

Superintendent Welfare / DDO Hqrs office

Copy to:

All section heads for wide circulation

Copy to:

Superb computers for uploading